Adviser Musical
Chairs Report
Industry research on financial adviser and licensee movement
Quarter 1, 2022

This research report offers insights that will help key market players, such as fund
managers, life insurers, platform and software providers, to identify key focus
areas to improve sales and marketing strategies. The financial planning and
investment advice industry has undergone significant changes over the past five
years with the implementation of the Future of Financial Advice (FOFA) reforms
and the creation of the Financial Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority (FASEA).
More recently, the introduction of the new FASEA requirements on education
and professional standards for financial advisers and the Royal Commission
into misconduct in the banking, superannuation and financial services industry
changed the industry dynamics substantially. Financial advisers continuously
enter and exit the industry, as well as switch from one licensee to another. This
report shows some of Adviser Ratings analysis and insight into these movements,
for the benefit of those providing products and services to the industry.
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Key Findings

-1.07%
Quarterly decline in
adviser workforce.

62%
Proportion of advisers
now licensed by privatelyowned boutiques.

-8.1%
Quarterly drop in banklicensed advisers.

pro.adviserratings.com.au

70
Number of new advisers
in Q1, 2022.

55%
Proportion of ceased
licensees that were less
than five years old.

76%
Proportion of surveyed
advisers who did not think
a change of government
would be positive for the
adviser landscape.
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17.7%

18.5%

After an unsettling final quarter of 2021, the new
With the country now living with COVID-19
translate to more Millennials turning to advisers
year heralded a return to stability for the advice
and many back in the office, attention has
remains to be seen, but at the very least it leaves
market, but as always, the promise of change
shifted to the upcoming federal election.
a gap in the market for advisers who wish to up
on the horizon looms. Adviser numbers shrank
their social media presence.
3.8%Both major parties are angling for advisers’
just over 1 per cent, which was well short of the
votes with mooted changes to qualification
Chart 1 - Industry overview Q1 2022
6.5 per cent we saw in the preceding quarter. As
benchmarks. Labor has said it will remove the
the oversight of professional standards shifted
degree-equivalent requirement for advisers
to Treasury and the Australian Securities and
with more than 10 years’ experience, while the
Licensed Financial
12.1%
Investments Commission (ASIC), thousands of19.0%
Coalition is also revisiting the standard, via a
18.5% Advisers 17.7%
advisers were still yet to complete their required
consultation process. ARdata asked advisers
qualifications. Meanwhile, as we enter the
whether a change in government would be
second quarter of 2022, almost 900 advisers
positive for the advice landscape – by and large,
3.8%
are yet to successfully complete the Financial
they said no. In fact, more than three-quarters
1.8%
17,165
Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority
were not in favour of a change.
(FASEA) exam given the extension received
Licensed Financial
2.7%
12.1%
19.0%
after the deadline for end of 2021. They have
24.5%
Advisers
until September to do so. With FASEA, as an
entity, now a thing of the past, the upcoming
Quality of Advice review will look at whether
1.8%
the current regulations are still fit for purpose
Talk of changing the
2.7%
24.5%
or need to be tweaked. The compliance burden
qualification rules
advisers face and the lack of accessibility of
for industry veterans
advice are expected to be recurring themes.

17,165

Diversified

As discussions are being held to make advice
more available to Australians, ASIC has
tightened the rules for financial influencers –
or ‘finfluencers’ – this quarter, with the promise
of jail time or million-dollar fines for those who
give advice without a licence. Whether this will

3,038

3.8%

647

12.1%

2,075

Industry Superfund / Not For Profit
Stockbroker

Diversified

Bank

Industry Superfund / Not For Profit
Stockbroker

Limited Licensee
Bank

PrivatelyLimited
Owned
(1 - 10 advisers)
Licensee

17.7%

3,038

647
3.8% 1.8%

307

2,075

465

12.1%
1.8%

2.7%

307

4,205
24.5%
465

2.7%

4,205 3,258
Owned
10 advisers)
PrivatelyPrivately
Owned
(11(1- -100
advisers)24.5%19.0%
Privately Owned (11 - 100 advisers)

19.0%

3,258

Privately Owned (100+ advisers)

18.5%

3,170

Privately Owned (100+ advisers)
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17.7%

18.5%

3,170

has received a mixed
response from advisers.
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Adviser Movements
With just 70 new advisers added to the register,
the industry continues to face a new talent
shortage. Despite the volume of new advisers
rising slightly in the past year, we are yet to
see a three-figure jump in industry entrants in
Chart 2 - Adviser
movements by type
New Adviser
Switching Adviser

a quarter. As we’ve said before, the profession
needs to do more to market advice to university
students and career changers.
On the other hand, we also saw the quietest
quarter for exits in more than three years. There

were 433 departures, compared with more
than 1,800 in the final quarter of 2021. Last
year’s surge in exits can be explained by the
exam deadline, which drew a line in the sand for
advisers who were undecided about whether to
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stay in the industry. With that deadline passed,
there were fewer outflows this quarter, but
we don’t see a three-month trend as a sign of
stabilisation. In fact, we still expect thousands
more advisers to exit in the next few years.
The protracted collapse of the bank and
limited licensee sectors continued. There are
now fewer than 350 bank-licensed advisers
and fewer than 500 limited licensee advisers.
Both boutique and large (100+ advisers)
privately-owned licensees added to their
footprint, growing one and two per cent,
respectively, over the quarter.

Chart 3 - Change in number of advisers by licensee segment
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Chart 4 – Ceased adviser movements
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departures in more than
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Switching Advisers
Switching activity in Q1, 2022 mimicked the
previous quarter, with just over 600 advisers
finding new homes. The shifts among licensees
were fairly consistent across the three months,
with a slight rise in activity in March. The start
of the year typically doesn’t bring as much
switching as the two middle quarters.

Many advisers are still settling into the
post-lockdown phase, with a mix of office and
remote work, but as networking increases
throughout the year, we also expect to see
a rise in licensee musical chairs. Corporate
activity will probably bolster this, as banks and
insurers continue to exit advice.

Chart 5 – Switched adviser movements
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Switching activity is
tipped to increase as
banks call time on their
financial advice pursuit.

With change comes
your chance to
reshape your client
experience
With clients continually demanding a more sophisticated digital
experience, it’s now more important than ever to embrace new
technology to deliver on this promise.
With change comes your chance to use Netwealth’s platform,
rated #1 for value for money*, with its newly built mobile app for
clients that can help improve client engagement, service levels
and build trust.

See wealth differently visit
netwealth.com.au/change

Disclaimer: This advertisement has been prepared by Netwealth Investments Limited (Netwealth), ABN 85 090 569109, AFSL 230975 and is of general nature. Any person considering a
financial product from Netwealth should obtain and consider the relevant disclosure document at www.netwealth.com.au and determine its appropriateness to their financial circumstances,
objectives and needs and see professional advice if required. *Rated by Chantwest as best Advised Product of the Year for four consecutive years (2018-2021), rated number 1 by Investment Trends for
Best Platform Overall in 2017-2019 and 2021.
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Special feature: The Platform Playoff
When it comes to investment management,
advisers have made two things abundantly clear:
their love affair with platforms endures, and they
demand – and reward – continual innovation.
Platforms that adapt their offerings to the
desire for increased support, new features
and an enhanced user experience repeatedly
reap the benefits of both adviser attention and
net flows. We saw that once again in 2021,
with market darlings HUB 24 and Netwealth
recording top net promoter scores (NPS) for
the third consecutive year, from almost 3,000
adviser reviews. Along with CFS FirstChoice
and Praemium, these platforms continue to
impress, while the incumbents are increasingly
leaving advisers with an unfulfilled appetite.
Undeniably, advisers are opting for service
over history or brand. That legacy-agnostic
attitude was demonstrated by new player
Mason Stevens’ ability to snare a top-three
NPS ranking after going long on its support
offering. Alongside HUB24 and Netwealth’s
results, the message to the platform market is
unmistakable: Invest in product development
or see the spoils flow to your competitors.

Chart 6 – Platform Net Promoter Score (NPS)
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The Long Tail And Effect Of The Mass Exodus
The two platform providers with the top
satisfaction scores from advisers1 – HUB 24 and
Netwealth – have also experienced a significant
jump in net inflows, to the tune of doubling their
FUA (to September ’21), which prompts the
question: Are inflows nearing their peak?2
In a market update, Barrenjoey analyst Nick
McGarrigle and colleagues suggested otherwise.
They said they expect the peak won’t hit until
FY23, despite extreme levels of adviser churn
from industry departures and licensee musical
chairs. They said as advisers are bedded down at
new licensees, they’ll continue to re-channel flows
to their platforms of choice, which should mean a
steady pattern of activity for the top players.
Netwealth joint managing director Matt Heine
said while he’s concerned about the contracting
advice industry, his platform has positioned itself
to build its share of adviser customers.
“Pre-FoFA and royal commission, Netwealth’s
contestable market was very small,” Heine said.
“We could work with about 20 per cent of the
market, which represented maybe three to four
thousand advisers back then. While adviser
numbers are dropping, we now have the ability to

work with 100 per cent of the market, so it’s really
expanded our potential universe of clients.”
However, at the other end of the NPS table, there
are signs of more trouble ahead. Barrenjoey
pointed out that the ailing service levels from
incumbents are problematic, which echoes the
sentiment from the advisers we surveyed.

meanwhile, lost a quarter of its advisers, or 128
in total, over the course of the year, while Merit
Wealth lost 115.

Perhaps a bigger problem, however, is the
effect the pending exits of advisers will have
on platforms. It is a risk for all platforms, but to
differing degrees. For example, almost a third
of MLC Wrap and IOOF advisers are at least
contemplating departing the industry. When
combined with their negative net promoter
scores and reduced share of trailing 12-month
net flows, this places the two incumbents at high
risk of outflows, ARdata analysis revealed. Being
aware of these risks may help platforms develop
strategies to stem the bleeding.
Other licensees that have stuck around haven’t
been immune to advisers’ desire for change.
Exiting accountants saw the SMSF Advisers
Network’s adviser numbers fall 66 per cent – or a
545 headcount – in calendar year 2021. Synchron,
Note: 1) Adviser Ratings 2022 Landscape Report. 2) Barrenjoey Capital Markets update, January 21, 2022.

pro.adviserratings.com.au
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At the same time, there are a few mid-sized to
large outliers that have managed to keep strong
headcounts amid the general industry decline.
Examples include Morgans Financial, which
lost just 9 per cent of its 492 advisers in 2021;
Capstone, which saw just one adviser from its
261 depart; and Fortnum Private Wealth, which
lost six advisers (from 207).
So, where are the other, remaining advisers
ending up? Among those who’ve stayed, formerly
bank-licensed advisers have now primarily
fractured off to privately-owned licensees, with
a particular preference for boutiques. Since
2017, the small, private licensee, with 1 to 10
advisers, is the only segment to have grown
amid the mass exodus. There are now more than
700 more advisers licensed in this space than
there were five years ago. Advisers tell us they
don’t miss being tied to limited product lists; the
main teething problems listed have been around
access to some of the traditional technology and
support services that big licensees could provide
at low cost.

Chart 7 – Percentage of advisers who “will” or “may” leave the industry, by platform use
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Despite the advice industry shrinking by a third of
its size since 2019, our analysis suggests it has

industry had passed the exam, which indicates a
commitment to professional benchmarks is not
always indicative of a long-term desire to stick
around. While regulators are looking at what
they can do to induce more people into advice
careers, they will need to act quickly to address
what could be a dire situation for Australians who
want affordable financial advice.

further to fall before it plateaus. In fact, we expect
numbers to fall below the 15,000 mark in the next
two to three years. Leaving education standards
to one side, advisers tell us they are grappling with
continual profitability and cost pressure, as well
as COVID-19 uncertainty and limited time to meet
compliance obligations. Meanwhile, our research
shows one in six advisers who have departed the
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Advisers Still Love Platforms
On a more positive note for providers, advisers’
commitment to platforms has been reaffirmed,
with ARdata surveys showing a strong intention
to use the vehicles for both new and existing
clients. Despite the hype around managed

accounts and off-platform solutions, our analysis
shows platforms still hold the same luster for
advisers, especially as they look to centralise their
placement of client money.

Chart 8 – Advisers intent on putting new and existing client funds onto platforms
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Best Adviser Support – Mason Stevens
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awards – HUB24, Netwealth and Mason Stevens
– have each shown agility in changing market
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Inaugural Adviser Choice winners: Platforms
In light of the high volume of reviews and
strengthened commitment from the industry to
investment platforms, ARdata has created the
pro.adviserratings.com.au

inaugural Adviser Choice awards to recognise the
stand-out companies supporting advisers.

Netwealth’s Heine said there is a growing
recognition among platform providers like his
own that continual development is a necessity in
today’s market.
“Advisers have been extremely busy, but equally
we have continued to make sure we invest heavily
into the product across a whole range of different
areas,” he said, adding that in some respects
specialist advisers have as well. “As a business,
we constantly evolve, we don’t like to sit still.”
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Corporate Actions

Chart 9 - Licensees
with most adviser
additions and
reductions in Q4 2021

MOST ADDITIONS

The closure of Wealth Market sent more than
two dozen advisers splintering off to new
licensees this quarter, with Count Financial and
Alliance Wealth each collecting a handful of new
advisers from the Ray White Group’s former
AFSL. It contributed to Count being the biggest

MOST REDUCTIONS
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beneficiary for the quarter. The licensee also
gained advisers from Commonwealth Financial
Planning and AIA.
Fiducian was also towards the top of the table,
after signing on more than a dozen advisers
from Australian Central Credit Union.

Licensee

Segment

COUNT FINANCIAL LIMITED

Privately Owned (100+)

Number of Advisers
26

ORD MINNETT LIMITED

Stockbroker

22

FIDUCIAN FINANCIAL SERVICES PTY LTD

Diversified

19

LIFESPAN FINANCIAL PLANNING PTY LTD
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12

ALLIANCE WEALTH PTY LTD
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10

MADISON FINANCIAL GROUP PTY LTD

Diversified

9

INTERPRAC FINANCIAL PLANNING PTY LTD
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7

INFOCUS SECURITIES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

Privately Owned (100+)

7

PROSPERITY WEALTH ADVISORY SERVICES PTY LTD

Privately Owned (1 - 10)

7

WEALTH SERVICES PARTNERS PTY LTD

Privately Owned (1 - 10)

AIA FINANCIAL SERVICES PTY LIMITED

Diversified

-12

SENTRY ADVICE PTY LTD

Privately Owned (11 - 100)

-13

MILLENNIUM 3 FINANCIAL SERVICES PTY LTD

Diversified

-14

SYNCHRONISED BUSINESS SERVICES PTY LTD

Privately Owned (100+)

-16

AWARE FINANCIAL SERVICES AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Industry Superfund / Not For Profit

-16
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Diversified

-17
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Diversified

-18
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At the other end of the ladder, Craig’s Investment
Partners and Hillross lost the most advisers.
The majority from the latter ended up at three
licensees: Prosperity Wealth, PSK Advisory
Services and Lowe Lippmann Wealth Advisers.
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13%

Licensee Movements
Following a sharp spike in licensee discontinuations
at the end of last year, registrations and voluntary
wind ups are once again tracking at the same
pace. This is broadly consistent with the trend
we’ve seen in the last few years: a sudden jump in
closures as advisers leave the profession, followed
by several months of stabilisation.
Once again, the majority of ceased licensees are
on the younger side, with 55 per cent operating
between two and five years. For the most part,
they represent either the limited licensee or
privately-owned boutique segments.
Chart 10 - Newly registered vs discontinued licensees

Among the newly formed licensees, most oversee
between two and five advisers. The majority of
those were licensed in the diversified space prior
to going to a new licensee in Q1.
Chart 11 – Size of new licensees

Chart 12 - Where were advisers before
going to a new licensee – Q1 2022
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With change comes
your chance to
unlock new
efficiencies

In our rapidly changing financial advice
industry, it’s now more important than ever
to embrace new technology and unlock new
business efficiencies that can lower the cost
of servicing clients.
With change comes your chance to
use Netwealth’s #1 rated platform* with
integrated managed accounts, automated
ROAs, straight through processing on many
transactions and digital signatures accepted
on most documents.

See wealth differently visit
netwealth.com.au/change

Disclaimer: This advertisement has been prepared by Netwealth Investments Limited
(Netwealth), ABN 85 090 569109, AFSL 230975 and is of general nature. Any person considering a
financial product from Netwealth should obtain and consider the relevant disclosure document
at www.netwealth.com.au and determine its appropriateness to their financial circumstances,
objectives and needs and see professional advice if required. *Rated by Chantwest as best Advised
Product of the Year for four consecutive years (2018-2021), rated number 1 by Investment Trends for
Best Platform Overall in 2017-2019 and 2021.
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Quotable Quotes

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

“I will be looking for a broaderbased review, which I think
would be helpful for the RBA as
well as for the government, and
it would not be conducted by
the RBA itself.”

“The $6 million penalty handed down by the Court
against RI Advice sends a strong message to
financial services licensees to properly monitor
the advice given by their advisers to make sure
consumers are protected.”

“I believe there are many ways we can improve the
regulation of financial advice, making it easier for
Australians to receive quality advice when they need it
and in a form they want. I am optimistic about what we
can achieve.”

Josh Frydenberg
Treasurer
—Told the Australian Financial Review
an inquiry into the Reserve Bank is on
the table.

Sarah Court
ASIC deputy chair
—A court ruling against RI Advice.
“There are a range of factors, including the perceived
reputation of the financial advice profession, the
education standard, the availability of courses and the
appetite of practices to employ new entrants and put
them through the Professional Year…We would like to see
this issue carefully analysed to assess what more could
be done, including potentially through rationalisation
of the Professional Year requirements or through
government support of new advisers.”
The Association of Financial Advisers
–Told Treasury what it would like to see in
the upcoming Quality of Advice review.

pro.adviserratings.com.au

Michelle Levy,
Leader of the Quality of Advice review
—Commenting on what she hopes the
inquiry will do.
“Financial planners are required to interpret a never-ending
list of contradictory requirements placed on them. To
ensure compliance, planners are required to comply with
four laws regulated by eight regulators with additional
oversight from Australian Financial Services licensees
and professional associations and additional consumer
complaint mechanisms through two ombudsman services
and the courts.”
Sarah Abood
The Financial Planning Association, CEO
—Told the Australian Law Reform
Commission that rules have become too
complex for advisers.
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Adviser Weekly Movements
Adviser Ratings has a weekly Adviser
Movement video series that keeps you up
to data with the latest statistics on advisers
joining, switching and leaving the industry.
These videos are posted on the Adviser Ratings
YouTube channel each Thursday / Friday. You
can also find links to the videos below:

January 10
January 13
January 27
February 3
February 10
February 17

pro.adviserratings.com.au

February 24

March 17

March 3

March 24

March 10

March 31
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Glossary of Terms
ADVISER MOVEMENTS

LICENSEE TYPES

New adviser

Bank

A new entrant who is newly registered as a financial
adviser on ASIC’s financial adviser register (FAR) in the
sample period.

Ceased adviser

A financial adviser whose AFSL Authorisation with a
licensee has ceased during the sample period.

Switched adviser

An existing or previously licensed financial adviser
who has switched-in to a new practice/licensee in the
sample period.

Returning adviser

A financial adviser whose AFSL Authorisation was
de-registered prior to the sample period and has
switched-in to a new practice/ licensee in the
sample periods.

Where a bank owns the advice licensee although
advisers can be self-employed.

Stockbroker

Where stockbroking is the primary business line
even if owned by a bank.

Industry Superfund / Not for Profit

Includes mutual building societies, credit unions
and banks.

Diversified

Where other core business lines exist within the
broader group.

Limited Licensee

As defined through their ASIC registration under
specific “classes of securities”.

Privately owned (100+ advisers)

Any firm not captured in the other categories
with 100+ advisers.

Privately owned (11-100 advisers)

Any firm not captured in the other categories
with 11-100 advisers.

Privately owned (1-10 advisers)
Note: Licensee type, and accordingly adviser type, is defined
by its ability to authorise products and its ownership structure
(we note many accountants reside in a full licence)

pro.adviserratings.com.au

Any firm not captured in the other categories
with 1-10 advisers.

Once again,
discontinuations
outstripped new
registrations,
especially among
limited licensees.
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ARdata provides insights to the financial
services eco-system. We operate as a stand
alone service to assist fund managers, super
funds, platforms, insurers, and other industry
service providers reach advisers they want to
work with.
Consolidating ASIC information with our
proprietary methods, our data is the most
valuable, up to date, and accurate in the
market. Our Nightingale data service can be
customised to any specific scope, including
monthly reports on advisers switching,
entering or exiting the industry.
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Email us today for more information on
our data services.
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